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Discover a new world of possibilities with IP technology using Golmar iPlus. A TCP/IP
based communication protocol, allowing the use of a new or existing LAN. A serverless

system supporting Class A, Class B and Class C Ethernet networks.

The iPlus System is unlimited in terms of distance or number of entrance panels or
monitors to be connected. iPlus technology is a multi-channel system offering

simultaneous communications across the system network. Considered the most easy-to-
install system,  it simply requires a LAN Network with monitors and panels connected

There are a range of panel options: Push button panels using either Nexa or Nexa Inox
modules or for larger systems the digital 7402/IP LCC panel can be used.

The iPlus system uses 640 x 480 VGA camera/sound modules with  a 120 degree
wide angle lens and light emitters for night vision.

Golmar IP video monitors equipped with iPlus technology satisfy the
most demanding customers and meet the most advanced

technological expectations. Their compact and extra slim design
ensure they easily adapt to any environment

Audio panels and apartment units are an option
 along with  one button, apartment door

panels, in a choice of finishes.



Key Features:

●Aluminium, desk mounted, full
featured, concierge unit

●Apartment stations available with 4.3”
and 7” screens

●Easily upgradeable firmware
●Real time video streaming
● Full duplex audio communication
● Intercom, memory and missed call

features
●Messenger service
● Intuitive graphic user interface and on

screen labelling
See individual leaflets for more detailed information on features
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●Peer to peer solution running without
a server and requiring  minimal
bandwidth.

●All actions instantaneous even with its
multi-channel capabilities

●Distances never a problem
●Almost unlimited in the number of

units that can be on the system
●Range of door panel options including

the PCM (Private Call Module) for the
apartment entrance door

Private Call Module for
apartment door. Camera and
call button tempered glass
protected.

102 x 140 x 13 mm

Nhea IP.  Hands free audio
unit.  Capacitive touch
buttons with acoustic
confirmation.

90 x 138 x 19 mm

Concierge unit

Beoview 4.  4.3” hands free
colour monitor. Front is
tempered glass with black
finish and aluminium sides.

156 x 102 x 13 mm

Beoview 7.  7” hands free
colour monitor. Front is
tempered glass with black
finish and aluminium sides.

156 x 102 x 13 mm
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